ANAGRAM QUIZ 21

ANIL
Perth, Australia

I lied again. These are not anagrams but transadditions. The answers require adding another letter to those in the clue before rearranging. They’re harder than the transdeletions of AQ 20, where one of the given letters had to be omitted. Here there are 26 choices of letter to be added. Polyanagrams (marked with a |) add the same letter to both parts.

1. rage (5) 36. a nob (5)
2. son, I (5) 35. risers (7)
3. as anti (7) 34. trashes (8)
4. I crave. (7) 33. right at (8)
5. prop us (7) 32. as liver (7)
6. pause (4 2) 31. “noser” (6)
7. rote rap (8) 30. I, ousted. (8)
8. It means. (8) 29. ram, | mar (4)
9. “Causer!” (7) 28. shot past (4|5)
10. seethed (3, 5.) 27. cry “See!” (7)
11. if it’s enuf’ (10) 26. orgasmic (4 ‘5’)
12. “F...!”-prone (7) 25. surface; lip (5|6)
13. message-nil (11) 24. /= amply sure (10)
14. curt, concise (4 8) 23. \= maybe-plus (10)
15. asher-torched (8 5) 22. “Scat!”-ready (7 3)
16. “Pity, shame.” (10) 21. a part in pact (1 11)
17. feels “I can!” re (4-8) 20. carted se|ed, recast (9)
18. salvo of liberation (9 2 7) 19. plea-hand| and a “help!” (9)